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Question : State your name. 

Answer : Jeffrey C. Payne 

Question : Where do you live? 

Answer : 17219 East Big Mound Road, Monroe Center, Illinois. 

Question : Tell us a little about yourself. 

Answer : I was raised on my family's grain farm south of Kingston, Illinois, in Mayfield Township in 

DeKalb County.  I recieved an Associates Degree from Kishwaukee Community College in Malta, Illinois 

in 1993.  In 1995 I graduatued from Illinois State University with a B.S. degree in Agribusiness.  After 

atttending college I returned to the family farm where I have continued to farm. 

Question : What interest do you have in the Grand Prairie Gateway Project? 

Answer : I am trustee for a 106 acre tract in DeKalb County that the proposed primary route will go 

through.  Additionally my family owns 240 acres that is contiguous to the south of this parcel.  Together 

this is a 346 acre family farm, that if approved, the transmission line will bisect.  This farm has been 

owned by my family for about 40 years.  The farmstead where I grew up and members of my family live 

is approximately 215 feet from the proposed line.  I farm the land that would be impacted by this 

project.  I, along with members of my family, also spend a great deal of time working around the 

farmstead.  There are buildings where we store, repair, and maintain farm equipment, and grain bins 

where we store our production. 

The secondary route will affect two parcels of land I own in Monroe Township in Ogle County.  This farm 

has been in the family since the 1930’s.  If the secondary route is used for this stretch of the proposed 

project, the house that I, my wife, and two small children live in will be in very close proximity to the 

proposed high voltage transmission line.  It appears from ComEd’s project maps that the line would be 

placed directly across the road from the house and buildings where we live, a distance of approximately 

100 feet.   

Question : What are your concerns? 

Answer : I am concerned first and foremost with the health and well being of myself and my family.  This 

would include both farmsteads that could potentially be impacted, if this project is deemed necessary 

and approved by the commission.   I am very concerned about the health concerns related to living and 

working in close proximity to overhead high voltage transmission lines.  One concern is the effects of 

being exposed to electromagnetic fields, or EMFs.  With the houses that my family lives in and 

farmsteads that my family works at being in such close proximity to the proposed lines there would be a 

great deal of exposure to EMFs.  Additionally, when we perform farming operations in the field I, along 

with family members that help, will spend several hours a day in very close proximity and directly under 

the proposed high voltage transmission line.  Other concerns I have include how the proposed line will 

affect my farming operation.  Besides the inconvenience of having to physically farm around the towers, 
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there are several other ways this project will negatively impact my farming operation.  I am also 

concerned about the effect the proposed high voltage transmission line will have on property values. 

Question : What health concerns do you have? 

Answer : There are several studies that link exposure to EMFs from overhead high voltage transmission 

lines to a variety of diseases and health problems.  One that is of great concern is the link between 

exposure from EMFs from transmission lines and childhood leukemia.  A pooled analysis of results can 

be found at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20877339. The results show an increased risk of 

childhood leukaemia with increased exposure.  The study concluded an association exists between 

magnetic fields and childhood leukaemia.  The study states, “We conclude that recent studies on 

magnetic fields and childhood leukaemia do not alter the previous assessment that magnetic fields are 

possibly carcinogenic."   Another study looked at 2,779 cases of childhood acute leukaemia (AL) in 

France.  The study was done to see if there was an increased incidence of AL in children that live close to 

high voltage lines of 225-400 kV.  The results showed increased risk of leukaemia if living within 50 

meters (about 165 feet) of high voltage power lines.  The conclusion states, “The present study, free 

from any participation bias, supports the previous international findings of an increase in AL incidence 

close to VHV-HVOL.”   That study can be found at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23558899.  

Children in my family would often times be within 165 feet of this proposed line, if not directly under 

them.  There have been other studies done that link increases in other types of cancer to living in close 

proximity to overhead high voltage transmission lines.  Studies have also shown increased risk of 

miscarriage and birth defects such as spina bifida due to exposure to EMFs.  Health risks have also been 

linked to the Corona Effect.  The Corona Effect occurs when the ions that are emitted into the air from 

the overhead high voltage transmission line attach to particles.  These charged particles can be carried a 

great distance by the wind.   The charged particles deposit in the lungs at a greater rate than uncharged 

particles.  This can increase the risk of lung cancer and aggravate asthma and allergies.  Information on 

this was found at http://www.bruce.me/Fact.24.pdf.  Other health issues that have been linked to living 

near overhead high voltage transmission lines are chronic headaches and anxiety.  I acknowledge that 

there have been studies done that conclude there is not any health issues associated with overhead 

transmission lines.   Many of these have been either done or sponsored by utility companies.  The 

National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (www.niehs.nih.gov) recommends “continued 

education on practical ways of reducing exposures to EMFs.”  I feel the only intelligent conclusion that 

can be drawn from all the health studies is that, at a minimum, there are very good reasons to be very 

concerned about living or working in close proximity to overhead high voltage transmission lines.   

Question : Tell us a little about your farming operation. 

Answer : My farming operation is primarily production of corn and soybeans.  We are very conservation 

minded.  We use a no-till system in order to reduce soil erosion and have a smaller impact on the 

environment.  We also, in conjunction with the Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS), have 

constructed waterways, farm on contours, and use cover crops to try to reduce erosion and improve our 

soil quality along with providing a better environment for wildlife.  We also have planted a few acres for 

wildlife habitat on our farm. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20877339
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23558899
http://www.bruce.me/Fact.24.pdf
http://www.niehs.nih.gov/
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Question : How would this proposed project affect your farming operation? 

Answer : The most noticeable impact would be having to physically farm around this proposed project, 

the inconvenience of maneuvering large equipment around the towers that will be placed in the field.  

This will decrease the efficiency of every operation performed in the field.  The equipment used in our 

fields includes sprayers that measure 120 feet in width.  There are also aerial applications that are made 

to these fields each year.  These aerial applications are used to apply fungicides to reduce diseases in the 

crops.  We also seed our cover crops aerially in August or September prior to harvesting the corn or 

soybeans.  If necessary, an aerial application will be made to control detrimental insects in the crops as 

well.  Besides not being able to make an aerial application to the area of the proposed transmission line 

the efficiency of the application to the entire 346 acres will be affected.  The plane would now have to 

contend with and maneuver around this proposed line.  Interfering with aerial application will result in 

lower crop yields.  ComEd is proposing that they need this line to make their operation more efficient.  If 

this overhead line is approved, it will make everything about my operation less efficient. 

Question : Any other concerns regarding how this proposed line will affect your farming operation? 

Answer : Yes, no one knows for sure what changes farming will see ten, twenty, or thirty years from 

now.  Center pivot irrigation, although not common in this area now, may be economically feasible or 

necessary in the future.  Having overhead high voltage lines will eliminate the option of using irrigation 

equipment.   Farming’s use of technology and electronics is increasing.  We don’t know if these 

proposed lines will affect any future innovations.  At the open houses that ComEd had about this 

project, a representative of ComEd told me there are several instances where farmers would have to 

drag a chain behind the combine to ground it so the electronics would work.   This is an inconvenience 

and practice that I cannot believe we need to talk about in 2014.  What would I be required to do if I 

were to build something that would interfere with the equipment and electronics of a public utility?  

There may well be many other inefficiencies and inconveniences that we don’t yet know about. 

Question : Why do you feel property values will be impacted? 

Answer : I think the simplest answer is to ask yourself if you were looking at identical houses, the only 

difference being that one is in close proximity to an overhead high voltage transmission line, which one 

would you buy?  How much more would you pay to not be near the transmission line?  If a property sells 

for less or is harder to sell because of overhead transmission lines, the value of the property is 

negatively affected.   Studies I have read show a 15% to 50% drop in values of nearby homes due to 

overhead high voltage transmission lines.  I feel the value of adjacent farmland is also negatively 

affected.  Every operation performed around an overhead transmission line is less efficient.  This 

certainly would have a negative impact on the land value.  A property value fact sheet at 

http://www.bruceme/Fact9.pdf refers to a British study that shows a decrease of 38% of a home’s value 

if it is within 100 meters (about 328 feet) of an overhead transmission line.  The same page sites a 

Canadian study that found 1000 farmland sales that were 16% to 29%  less when the property had an 

easement for a high voltage transmission line.  ComEd has told me at their open houses that they will 

only pay for the right-of-way.  They will not pay for loss of value to property adjacent to the right-of-

http://www.bruceme/Fact9.pdf
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way.   It does not seem right or fair to me that a company can force a project onto people without being 

required to pay them for their entire loss in value.  If ComEd were required to pay for actual loss of value 

for nearby homes and adjacent property, we would have a much more realistic cost of this project. 

Question : Any other concerns? 

Answer : Yes, I am concerned about how the proposed line will affect the environment.  They are a 

hazard to birds. The lines can buzz and hum and will be an eyesore for everyone around them.  This will 

reduce the enjoyment of our property.  In the case of my home along the alternate route, the house 

would be in the “fall zone” of the proposed line. 

Question : How do you propose we address your concerns? 

Answer : If this commission finds a need for and approves this project, I feel the only correct decision 

would be to require ComEd to bury the lines along the entire route.  Even in the “rural areas” there are 

enough houses and population to warrant burying the lines.   Burying the lines would also help minimize 

the loss of property value. 

Question : Wouldn’t it be more expensive for ComEd to place the high voltage transmission line 

underground? 

Answer : Yes.  ComEd, however, in purchasing the right of way for this project appears to only be 

figuring quantitative factors.  The only cost they are considering is the cost of the actual right of way.   If 

they were to also put a value on qualitative factors, the cost of underground and above ground may very 

well be much closer.  There is not a value being assigned to the inconveniences of farming around these 

towers and wires.  There is not any consideration for potential health related issues.  As mentioned 

before, there is not any consideration for decreases in value of adjacent homes and property.  

Environmental impacts and costs do not appear to be figured in.  If ComEd were required to figure the 

true costs of the overhead lines, I believe the cost for overhead and buried lines would be much closer.  

Property owners along the proposed routes are being required to subsidize the cost of overhead high 

voltage transmission lines with their quality of life, health, enjoyment of ownership, and property 

values. 

I have not read what ComEd estimates the increased cost would be to bury the line.  According to the 

website for Responsible Electricity Transmission for Albertans (RETA) there are some savings to 

underground transmission lines.  One of these is lower maintenance costs.   They site a 500kV 

underground line in Tokyo that has had zero maintenance issues.  Efficiency seems to be a very 

important factor in proposing this project.  According to RETA underground transmission lines lose less 

electricity, 50% to 67% less, making them more efficient.  In a study that was done in Virginia 

(jlare.virginia.gov/reports/Rpt343.pdf) transmission costs are listed as about 4% to 10% of the electric 

system costs.   Even if the cost of transmission lines are increased, they will remain only a small portion 

of the cost. 
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An article in the June 2010 edition of Underground Construction explains a lot of the products that are 

now available to make placing high voltage transmission lines underground feasible.   The article 

discusses how advances in technology and development of products is narrowing the gap in cost for 

above ground and below ground transmission lines. 

According to the testimony of Steven T. Naumann, “Customer savings will exceed a quarter of a billion 

dollars and exceed the cost of the Project in the first five years of Project operation.  The benefits grow 

further thereafter.”  According to Exelon’s website, the company had a net income of $1,160 million 

during the last fiscal year.   The dividend they paid out was 4.22%.  It does not appear that property 

owners need to subsidize this project. 

Question : Would placing the lines underground minimize the health risks associated with high voltage 

transmission lines? 

Answer :  The studies that I have seen show underground transmission lines to be much safer.  The 

emission of EMF’s would be almost zero.  There would not be a Corona Effect.  When I asked ComEd 

representatives about the dangers of EMF’s at their open houses they almost mockingly discounted my 

concerns by saying I get more EMF’s from my microwave oven.  The obvious difference here is a 

microwave oven does not run 24 hours a day, seven days a week.  I can also choose to not have a 

microwave oven at all.  With the information available and research that has been done on the health 

hazards of EMF’s and living near high voltage transmission lines, I can’t understand how in the year 2014 

they are not required to be buried.    

Question : Would there be other benefits to burying the high voltage transmission line? 

Answer :  Yes.  I have been told at the ComEd open houses that this line is needed to provide the people 

of Illinois a more reliable source of power and it will shorten outages if one of the other east-west lines 

were to go down.  If having transmission lines “go down” is a concern, then burying high voltage 

transmission lines would seem to be the solution.   If having an alternative route in the event severe 

weather damages one of the other transmission lines is important, then the argument for placing them 

underground is even greater.  There is the potential for widespread severe weather across this area.  I 

think it would make sense to have at least one transmission line underground that could survive an area 

wide severe weather outbreak.   In the same article from Underground Construction, Brian Dorwart, PE 

P.G., Brierly Associates is quoted, "Acts of nature can cause outages, and these days the possibility of a 

terrorist strike can cause grid failure.  Aerial lines are exposed to hurricanes, ice and snow, wind and 

other natural disasters and overhead cables can be easily accessed for sabotage."   Mr. Dorwart 

continued and explained that sometimes it is just the "right" thing to do.  He cited the potential of EMF's 

to cause cancer and the disruption to the landscape as benefits of burying the cables.  In addition to 

being at risk from the weather, overhead transmission lines could be susceptible to damage from birds, 

planes, hot air balloons, and farm equipment.  In addition to not being exposed to damage, having the 

transmission lines underground would be safer for the environment. If placed underground they would 

not be an eyesore, buzz or hum, or be as detrimental to adjacent property values. 
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Question : Anything else you would like to add? 

Answer :  Yes : I would like to conclude by saying if this project is determined necessary for ComEd to 

better provide service to its Illinois customers, then it should be required to be underground.  ComEd 

says this line is needed to help them be more efficient.  Another way to say more efficient would be to 

say make more money.   In my operation if I do something to be “more efficient,” it is done to either 

reduce cost or increase revenue – the objective being to make more money.  At the very least there is 

enough information available to be very concerned about the health risks associated with overhead high 

voltage transmission lines.  Although this proposed line might help ComEd be more efficient, it would 

cause inefficiencies to others.  If the commission approves this line I think it would only be fair and 

equitable for the commission to require them to bury it underground. 

I would like to thank the commissioners for their time.   

 


